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THE CRYSTAL S T R U C T U R E  O F  Ba (0H)a. 8H20 AND THE CRY S'TAL 
CO-ORDINATION OF THE BARIUM I O N  

H. MANOHAR AND S. RDASESHAN:i: 

Departme?tt of Physics, Indian Institute of Science, Blangnlore-12 ( ~ n d i a )  

rtcstigation of the crystal structure of '1"" i,; 
bar- hydroxide octahydrate Ba (OH) :. 

8H.,O was taken up as part of the programme of 
the-department to study the crystal co-ordination 
of the Bay-- ion in various complexes. Addi- 
tional interest stemmed frlsnl the fact that very 
feu- structural studies have been conducted on 
highly hydrated salts in general and hydroxides 
in particular. 

FIG. 1 o. BajOH)2.8H20. [I001 barium-removed 
Fourier projection. Contours are drawn at arbitrary 
intervals. 

The substance was crystallised by evaporating 
a satulated solution of Ba(0H j2 at  room tem- 
perature. Rotation and Weissenberg photo- 
graphs revealed that the crystal belongs to the 
monoclinic space group C* - P2,In with four 
formula \.:eights in the unit cell of dimensions 
a = 9 . 3 5 4  unique axis b = 9.28A, c =  11.87.A 
and ,j' = 99'. Three-dimensional data were 
collected about the [100] and [I101 axes on 
mult:ple films erfiploging the Weissenberg 
tzc!?niyue. The intensities of the spots were 
estimate6 visually by comparison with calibratecl. 
intensity strips. Thc co-ordinates of barium 
Ivere obtained by computing Patterson syntheses 
in  the two plwjections and the signs of most of 

* Present address : Department of Physics, I1ldian 
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th2  reflection,^ could be fixed by the  'heavy atunl' 
method. The structure was solved Srom two- 
dimensional data by the iterative process oi  
Fourier and differencc syntheses. T l ~ c  1 100 1 
barium-rlernoved Fourier projeclion js shown i t1 

Fig. 1 (a) .  The final reliability factors I:or 1 1 1 ~  
[ l O O ]  and [I101 data are 0.11 and 0.12 respec- 
tively, the overall R-factor fo r  1020 vistrlzlly 
observed reflections within the CLIKU sphcrc oC 
reflection in eight zones being 0.124. 

FIG. 1 3. Identification of atoms it1 lllc [ZOO] g.rojcc- 
tion. The antiprism co-orclinatio~l of  tllc Ijarium ion 
is shown, the axis of the antiprism being parallel to t h c  
c.axis. 

In this structure, the barium ion is co-ordinat(\cl 
by eight water molecules which form a s1igRt.i:~ 
distorted Archimedes antiprisn7,f the Ba-0 dis- 
tances varying betweell 2.69 A and 2.77 A. Thi~: 
is perhaps the &st instance whcrc this co- 
ordination polyhedron has been explicitly 
reported for the B d +  ion. The antiprisms do 
not share atoms with one another. Each hycil-c~-. 
sy l  oxygen has close contacts with Bvc wa1cl.s 
and one hydroxyl group which Iolrm a clistor1,ctl 
octahedlton. The water molecules havc :m 
approxinlatels tetrahedral environment, six out 
of the eight non-equivalent waters i n  the unit cell 
having one barium, one hydroxyl oxygen and 
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two water oxygens and the rest, one barium, 
two hydlyoxyl oxygens and ante water oxygen as  
nearest neighbours. The structure is thus a 
slightly distorted version of tetragonal Sr (OH)  ,. 
8H20 .Based  on the short interatomic distances 
in the stl(ucture, a network of hydrogen bonds 
is proposed which links the antiprisms and 
hydroxyl groups with' one another utilising all  
the hydrogen atoms in the unit cell. 

Since the ratio of the univalent radii of Ba-- 
to 0-- is 0-87, the barium ion should normally 
exhibit a co8-ordination. number of nine. in 
Ba (C106),.3H,03, however, the number of 
oxygens surrounding barium has been foun& t o  
be twelve and the co-ordination polyhedron is 
the icosahedron, while in Ba(OH),.8H,O the co- 
ordination number is eight. A systematic survey 
was therefore made in the literature, 09 barium 
compounds whose structures had been solved 
to find out whethell barium shows any other  
crystal co-ordination number. It was noticed t h a t  
for thc purpose of determining the crystal co- 
ordinatcon in ionic crystals, the nearest neigh- 
bows alone at approximately the same distance 
I'rom the cation were usually considered, a toms 
which weye only slightly fasther away being 
ignored. Further the shapes of the co-ordination 
polyl~edrla were idlentified only when they were 
01 lhcl standard symmetrical type such as 
octahedron, cube, etc., which are enumerated in 

text-books. In cases where the co-ordinaijoc 
numbers were un~rsual, like sever,, ter? or eleven. 
beyond giving tile number b i l ~ i  a;sia~se- oi tr,e 
nearest atoms, no attempt was generally mad? 
to investigate the nature an5 geemetry of the 
polyhedra. In all these caes, the interatsd.: 
distances \%:ere calculated and the positicns cf 
atoms co-ordinating the barium ior. were plotted 
in the most suitable projection. the heights being 
represented by metal rods cut to appropriate 
length. A siu~ig of the inocielj IcS :;, :he 
identification of some new geometrical r',cdres 
for the co-ordination polyhedra. The present 
investigations reveal that the barium ion dis- 
plays a range of co-ordination numbers hem six 
right up to twelve. 

- .  Details of t k s e  investigalicar are oe:ng 
reported elsewhere. The v:r!tors -sisk ig 
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REVIEW OF RECENT RESULTS ON INTERNAL CONVERSTON * 

Departnteqzt of Physics, Karantak.  U?ziuersitg, Dhcrwar-3 

NTIL a few years ago it was believed t h a t  
all was well with the theory of internal 

conversion as originzlly developed by Rose1 
and his collaborators. This theory was 
based on the rather simplifying assumption t h a t  
the nucleus can be treated as point charge. 
Therc was so much faith in this theory tha t  
experimentalists interpreted all %heir data on 
this and assigned multipolarities for gamma 
transitions. Experiments on some M 1 transi- 
t ions soon l'evealed discrepancies between 
theory and experiment in spite of the rather 
moderate precision with which the ai;'s were 
determined. Slivz recalculated the a, on a more 
lealistic model, namely, the one in which the 
charge on the nucleus Is distributed un i fo rm3~  
o n  a sphere of radius R. The inclusion of th i s  

effect (static approximation) removed the ano- 
malies observed in the case of 31 1 transitions. 
In general, the new calculations differsd from 
Rose's especially for heavy nuclei, and predicted 
values which were a good deal larger ~ h a n  the 
point nucleus values. It must be pointed out 
that the a(E 2) was unaffected by these calcula- 
tions. 

Church and Weneser3 made an important co:1- 
tribution to the theo1.y of internal conversion 
when they pointed out the importance of the 
so-called penetration effect or, dynanlic effect. 
This effect which arises from the penetration of 
the atomic electron into the nuclear voh.me in- 
troduces new matrix elements into the conversicn 
electron ejectim d i f f e ~ n t  from that due ti: 

ganlma-ray emission. This had the imeresting 
consequence that when the g m a - r a y  matrix 
element was vanishingly srna!l due to some selec- 

* Presented as an invited paper at the Nucle'u Physics 
Symposium, Bombay, Feb. 27 to March 2, 1963. 

tion rule, the new matrix element u70uld in- 


